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FRONT END DEVELOPER
Nexprover - England
Sep2021 - Sep2022

 I primarily work on decentralized applications (DApps), with a particular focus on

 NFT shops and marketplaces that also include an admin dashboard. In addition, I

 .also develop conventional websites for various clients

I worked on an NFT shop where I implemented wallet connections and 

facilitated the sale of NFTs.

I have experience working with smart contracts, utilizing technologies such as 

Web3, Web3-React, and Ether.js.

I developed a website for a client that was based on DApps for selling tokens. 

This project also involved the use of Web3, Web3-React, and Next.js.
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FRONT END DEVELOPER
Wolfin- Turkey
Sep2022 - Sep2023

 In my role at this company, I primarily worked on “Play to Earn” projects which

 .included

A photo shooting website

A focus to earn project

A football fantasy game

A trade to earn money project

An nft marketplace
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...
some of technologies are:

react.js,redux.js,react-query,axios,material ui,styled-component,

web3-react,web3

WORK EXPERIENCE

ABOUT ME
I am Abbas (Parham) Payam, a seasoned Front End Developer with a 

strong focus on React and Next.js technologies. Over an impressive career 

spanning over 4 years, I have honed my skills and expertise in the field of 

front-end development, becoming a reliable and innovative professional 

in the process.

I have had the privilege of working for 3 international companies, where I I have had the privilege of working for 3 international companies, where I 

have been instrumental in driving their digital transformation efforts. My 

contributions have ranged from developing user-friendly interfaces to 

optimizing web performance, ensuring a seamless user experience across 

various platforms.

Front End Developer

Abbas Payam



MY TOOLS
Redux,Redux-saga,Axios,React-query,Yup,Hook form,
Gsap animation,Framer motionStyled-components,
Material ui, ...

FRONT END DEVELOPER
Freelance
May2018 - Feb2020

  I have developed websites using HTML, SCSS, JavaScript, and React for clients who

 required an online portfolio or a landing page. These projects, while not extensive in

 scale, were tailored to meet the specific needs of each client, showcasing their work

or services in a professional and engaging manner

some of technologies are:

 Adobe Photoshop · Adobe Illustrator · Figma (Software) · JavaScript · 

React.js · HTML · Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) · SASS · GreenSock Animation

some of technologies are:

reacts.js,next.js,redux.js,redux saga,axios,styled-components

FRONT END DEVELOPER
Improver Digital Technology - Turkey
Feb2020 - Sep2021

 I was responsible for writing, styling, and managing the front-end components of our

 company. This included creating websites and admin panels for clients, as well as for

  .our company’s internal use

  I updated the company’s website from HTML/CSS to React.js

  I worked on an admin dashboard for one of our client’s websites

  which included JWT token authentication, tables, API calls, and Socket.IO

  The technologies I used for this project were React, Redux, Saga, Axios

  React Hook Form, and Bootstrap 

  Additionally, I collaborated with a coworker on a social media admin dashboard, 

For this project, we primarily used React.js, Redux, and Axios    

I worked on a help center website using Next.js and Axios

I also developed a website for a client that featured page transitions and

GSAP animations. This project was built in Next.js using Styled-Component 
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I created an advertising website for another client, implementing features such as 

sign-in and sign-out functionality, as well as refresh tokens. 

The technologies I used for this project included React, Redux, Saga, and Axios.

I worked on an NFT marketplace similar to OpenSea, where users could create 

and sell NFTs. This project involved various blockchain-related tasks such as

 minting, listing, and swapping.
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some of technologies are:

react.js,next.js,redux.js,redux saga,react-query,axios,styled-component,

web3-react,web3


